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3Time for Better English

About this Book

Time for Better English Book 5 is the fifth in a series 
that introduces ‘explicit teaching’ for grammar, 
punctuation, spelling, the presentation of text types 
and writing scaffolds. Activities have been developed 
around the NAPLAN framework for reading, along 
with specific aspects, directives, suggestions and 
guidelines from the National Curriculum. 

The book will allow students to develop a knowledge 
and understanding of grammar, conventions in 
punctuation, rules for spelling, writing skills and the 
key elements of various text types.

Each of the 30 units introduces a topic using a 
text type. Activities for that unit are then developed 
around the topic. It is recommended that the teacher 
completes all activities in a unit as each unit treats 
grammar, punctuation, spelling and writing around the 
subject of the text type. Teachers should be mindful 
that the grammar and punctuation aspects build from 
unit to unit as units become more challenging.

The topic of the text introduces the student to reading 
for understanding similar to the NAPLAN testing 
program. As the student progresses through the units 
he or she becomes familiar with questioning about a 
text in this format.

In each unit a definition, explanation and examples 
of grammar are presented. Activities to practise the 

specific part of grammar 
are provided to help in 
the understanding and 
application of it in his or  
her writing.

Different conventions for 
punctuation are also defined for the student. These 
are followed by examples and activities for lessons. 
As a student completes a unit, knowledge about 
the conventions will build. This will then be reflected 
in the student’s writing.

A variety of spelling rules and activities are 
introduced throughout the book. Words for each 
unit come from the text. Word building is also 
treated in some units.

The student is encouraged to complete a writing 
activity in each unit. Writing scaffolds are presented 
to help the student construct meaningful texts for a 
specific purpose.

Using Time for Better English will help the student 
develop skills in English. With ‘explicit teaching’ 
and practice activities, the student will gain an 
understanding of language and its conventions. 
With that understanding, the student will develop 
confidence in using grammar, punctuation and 
spelling when creating written text.

Message to Parents

This book will help parents understand grammar, punctuation, spelling and writing. 
Use that understanding to help your child develop the skills to be confident in all 
aspects of English. Encourage, praise and help where you can at home. Your 
encouragement will play a big part in your child’s learning at school and beyond.

Time for Better English 
Book 5
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4 Time for Better English

Overview/Register
An Overview for each unit of work is provided to help the busy teacher impart knowledge and understanding of conventions 
in English. The teacher can use this Overview to register work covered in each unit.

Year 5 Programme Overview

Unit
Text Type & 

Reading
Grammar Sentences Punctuation Spelling Reg.

1 Narrative 
Finn the Giant

Common, Proper 
and Collective 

Nouns

Statements – 
Beginnings and 

Endings 

Capital Letters; 
Beginning  
Sentences; 

Proper Nouns, Titles

Word Meanings 
rule:  Words ending in ‘y’ 

change ‘y’ to ‘i’  before 
adding ‘ed’

2
Information 

report  
Ancient China

Adjectives -  Nouns 
Collective Nouns Questions

Capital Letters for 
Titles of respect 

and Organisations

Scrambled words   
Word Meanings  

Word blending; Homophones  
– reign, rein, rain

3 Factual recount  
John Logie Baird

Action Verbs   
in the Past Tense 

Simple Sentences 
with Subject/Verb/

Object 

Capital Letters  and 
Proper Nouns

 Word Meaning 
Editing text; Homophones –  

stationary, stationery; 
Latin root  –‘centum’ 

4 Program  
Medieval Fayre  

Adjectives describe 
Nouns

Subject/Verb 
Agreement; 

Exclamations

Question Mark or 
Exclamation Mark

Base Words   
and’ ing’ Missing Letters  

Word Meanings  
Words with silent ‘w’

5
Procedure  

Magic Ice-cream 
Cakes

Commands and 
Action verbs in 

Procedures

Clauses 
Independent or 
(main) Clause; 

Dependent Clauses

Contractions  
e.g. It is – it’s; use 
of the Apostrophe

Suffix ‘ness’ and ‘ian’ Blends 
and Endings; Editing text  

Homophones – 
paw, pour, poor

6
Poetry  

The Dragon’s 
Lament

Non-Finite Verbs  
and Clauses

Complex 
Sentences and 
Conjunctions

Commas and 
Complex Sentences

Compound Words 
Word Meanings 

Editing Text Homophones - 
sword, soared

7 Description 
Mars

Adjectives and Noun 
groups; Singular 

Verbs and Collective 
Nouns

Inverted Sentences Commas  between 
Adjectives 

Scrambled Words; Antonyms 
Homophones - herd and 
heard; Technical Words  

and Editing text

8 Narrative  
At the Bus Stop

Personal Pronouns – 
Singular and Plural

Pronouns as 
Subjects and 

Objects

Quotation Marks/ 
Speech

Nouns ending in ‘ness’ 
Word Meanings; Compound 

Words; Suffixes

9 Visual - Poster 
Fire Safety

relative Pronouns Complex 
Sentences

Commas to 
separate Clauses

Scrambled Words; Missing 
Words using ‘shun’ sound 

Latin root ‘primo’ 

10 recount  
Email from Emily

Adverbs – showing   
where and why

Adverbial Phrases  
Short and Long 

Sentences

Apostrophe of 
Possession

Compound Words 
Homophones – bored, board 

Prefix ‘all’  - drop one ‘l’  

11
Information 

report  
Bushfires

Adjectives – 
Comparative anf 

Superlative

Nouns and Noun 
groups

Capital Letters for 
Titles in Text Types 

Apostrophe of 
Possession

using list words 
Build compound words 

Edit text

12 Exposition  
Let’s Get Involved

Prepositions and 
Adverbial Phrases

Modality and 
Persuasive Devices

Contraction – 
‘are’  using an 

apostrophe 

Word Meanings  
Missing Letters; Prefix ‘mis’ 

Latin root – ’pedis’

13 Timetable  
Trains to Fern Glen

Preposition or 
Adverb?

Conjunctions to 
form Complex 

Sentences

Paragraphs and 
Topic Sentence

Syllables 
Scrambled words; Antonyms 

Add ‘ing’ to words 
Homographs –  
minute, minute 

14
Explanation  

How do Snails 
Move?

The Indefinite 
Numeral Adjective, 
Technical Language

Cohesion and 
Conjunctions; 
Sequence of 

Events

Abbreviations for 
Time

using list words 
Word meanings 

Synonyms; Homophones - 
mussel, muscle

15
Narrative 

The Haunted 
House

Possessive Pronouns, 
Possessive 

Adjectives and 
gender

Saying Verbs
Exclamation Mark 

Commands 
The Hyphen

Words with same sound – 
‘oi’ and ‘oy’ as in 'toy' 

Blends with ‘ing’  
Singular and Plural  Nouns 
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5Time for Better English

Unit Text Type Grammar Sentences Punctuation Spelling Reg.

16
Procedure  

Caring for Your 
Ferret

Articles –  
Definite and Indefinite 
Pointing Words this, 

that, these, those

Complex Sentences 
with Non-finite Verbs 

and Action Verbs

Quoted Speech  
and Inverted 

Commas

using list words, Word 
meanings, Missing letters 

Homophones -   
choose, chews

17
Menu  

A Tudor Banquet

relating Verbs in 
Present Tense 

am, is, are, 

Verb Tense  
Past to Present

Ellipse Points 
Sentence 

Punctuation

Word Meanings 
Scrambled Words 

Missing letters; Editing Text 
Homophones - boar, bore

18
Description  

The Troll

Factual Adjectives  
and Noun groups 
Modal Adjectives

Complex Sentences 
and Adjectival 

Clauses
Abbreviations

Syllables Scrambled Words 
Prefix ‘un’ meaning ‘not’ 

Blends str and spr  
rule – ‘ck’  only after a short 

vowel sounds like ‘k’

19
Factual recount 

Helen Keller

relating Verbs  
and the Past Tense; 

Past Tense  
or Present Tense?

Adverbial Phrases
Capital Letters for  
Personal Pronoun 

“I”; Full Stop

using List Words  
Word Meanings 

Synonyms; Editing Text 
Homophones – site, sight 

patients, patience

20
Discussion  

An Unusual Pet
revision  

Parts of Speech 

rEVISION
Prepositions 
Conjunctions 
Contractions

rEVISION  
run-on  

Sentences

Missing Letters 
Word Building using suffix 

‘less’;  Antonyms; root Words  
Latin ‘octo’ meaning eight 

21
response  

Cabin Boy on the 
Victory

Helping Verbs and 
the Present 
Continuous 

Present Participles 
with Helping Verbs 

(am, is, are) 
Collective Nouns 

Noun groups

Commas in Lists 
and between 

Phrases

using List Words; Word 
Meanings; Missing Letters 

Prefix ‘fore’

22
recount  

Jane's Story
Helping Verbs and  

The Past Continuous

Present Participles 
and Helping Verbs 
Collective Nouns 

Singular and Plural

run-on Sentences 
in the Past Tense

Word Meanings 
Scrambled Words 

Missing Letters, Editing, Text 
Homophones – tear, tear

23
Narrative  

Grandpa at the Tip
Helping Verbs and  

Future Tense

redundant Words – 
Nouns & Pronouns 
Changing gender 
using Pronouns

Contractions

Syllables  
Scrambled Words 

Silent Letters 
Plurals, Prefix ‘anti’

24
Exposition  
Stop These 

Vandals!

Feeling Verbs and 
Abstract Nouns 
Nominalisation

Abstract Nouns 
Abstract Nouns to 

Feeling Verbs

Irregular Verbs in 
the Past Tense

using list words  
Word Meanings; Synonyms 
Editing Text, Homophones – 
through, threw; flower, flour

25
Poem 

The Redundant 
Robot

Inflected Verbs 
showing person 

Adverbial Phrases  
of Time

Subject/Verb 
Agreement

Conjunctions  
‘and’  ‘but’  ‘so’ 

Missing Letters 
Word Meanings Prefix – ‘semi’ 

root Word – ‘hemi’

26
glossary 
Spiders

Adverbs of Place 
Adverbial Phrases 

Complex Sentences 
Adverbial Phrases 

and Clauses

Formal Letter 
Writing rubrics

using list words   
Word Meanings   

Scrambled Words – 
‘ou’ and ‘ow’ words

27

Information 
report  
Weather 

Forecasting

Modifying Adverbs 
Adjectives or Adverbs

Adjectives or 
Adverbs?

Paragraphs and 
Spoken Words

Word Meanings and  
Pattern recognition  

Scrambled Words Plurals 
Editing Text; Homophones – 

whether, weather, wether

28
Explanation 

What is a Wind 
Farm?

reflexive and 
Indefinite Pronouns

Subject and  
Predicate 

Technical Words

Question or 
Exclamation

Syllabification 
Scrambled Words 

‘eigh’ with sound of long ‘a’;  
Plurals and Editing Text 

Homonyms – lie, lie

29
Narrative 

Levi’s Dilemma

Demonstrative 
Adjectives 

gender in Nouns

Changing  meaning 
by changing gender

Abbreviations  
and Titles

using list words; Word 
Meanings; Words using 

the prefix ‘de’; Antonyms 
Homophones –  sail, sale  
scent, sent; week,weak

30
Information 

report 
Extreme Sports

Double Negatives 
Nouns, Pronouns, 

Verbs

Subject and  
Predicate in 

 Inverted Sentences

revision – 
 Sentence 

Punctuation

Word Meanings 
Scrambled Words 

Word Blends; Editing Text 
Homophones – boar, bore   

poor, pour; patients,patience
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6 Time for Better English

One day, an Irish giant named Finn McCool was working on his farm, when a Scottish giant called Fingal began to call 
insults across the channel of water between them.  Finn became enraged and yelled back worse insults.  Then, Fingal 
mocked Finn, claiming that if they were ever to meet face to face, he would easily defeat him.  He boasted that Finn 
would be so severely injured that he would never fight again.

Infuriated, Finn lifted huge boulders from the shore and flung them into the sea, making a causeway for Fingal to walk 
on. “Come across!” he shouted, “we’ll see who’s the stronger one!”  However, as the Scottish giant drew closer, Finn 
could see that he was a good deal bigger than he had thought, and he regretted his hasty words.  He hurried home 
to warn his wife. 

When Fingal arrived at Finn’s house, the Irish giant was nowhere to be seen, but his wife greeted him.  “My husband 
will be back soon,” she said.  “Look at our beautiful baby.”  Proudly, she showed him a massive baby asleep in a cot.  
In fact, the baby was Finn.  Fingal’s face went white.  

“If the baby is so large, how huge must his father be?” he asked himself.  Taking to his heels, Fingal returned across 
the causeway to Scotland.  That causeway is known to this day as the Giant’s Causeway.

1. Shade the bubble that best answers each question.

 a.  From reading the story what do we know about Fingal?

   he was very smart

   he wasn’t a good fighter

    he was boastful but not brave

   he spoke before he thought carefully

 c. Fingal’s face went white because he was  

   angry   embarrassed   terrified   sad 

 e. Which statement is true?  

   Finn began the fight.

   Finn built the causeway.

   Fingal was amused by the baby.

   Finn later destroyed the causeway.

 g. The text suggests that

   Fingal returned one day.  

   Fingal took up farming, too.

   The baby grew into a giant.

   Finn’s wife thought up the clever plan.

b. What does "taking to his heels" mean?

  He tiptoed away.  

   He ran on his heels.

  He put on his shoes and ran. 

   He ran as fast as his legs could carry him.

d. Finn needed to warn his wife

   that he had challenged Fingal

   that he had built the causeway

   that she should find some baby clothes

   that he was sorry he had spoken to Fingal

f. This story shows that

   giants can be foolish

   even giants get frightened

  quick thinking can  
  save the day

   if you keep trying,  

  you will succeed

2. Complete the following.

 a. Find evidence in the text that it is not a true story. 

  

 b. Which words of Fingal caused Finn to challenge him to a fight?

  

 c. At what stage did Finn regret his hasty words?

  

 d. What do you think Finn might have said to his wife after Fingal ran away? 

  

Unit One   Finn the Giant                                                                       Narrative
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1.	 Write	three	common	nouns	and	a	noun	group	in	the	first	sentence	of	Finn the Giant.

 a.     b.     c.   

 d. 

2. Write the proper nouns in the third sentence of Finn the Giant.

 a.   b.  

3. Underline the collective nouns in the following sentences.

 a. The herd of cattle was rounded up for sale on Friday.

 b. A swarm of bees can be very dangerous if disturbed.

 c. The Sydney Symphony Orchestra will perform at the Opera House next week.

  d. When the mob of kangaroos jumped in front of the car, we had to stop.

2. Complete the following.

 a. Find evidence in the text that it is not a true story. 

  

 b. Which words of Fingal caused Finn to challenge him to a fight?

  

 c. At what stage did Finn regret his hasty words?

  

 d. What do you think Finn might have said to his wife after Fingal ran away? 

  

A. Grammar
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Common, Proper 
and Collective Nouns 

Statements  
Capital Letters

Sentences
A sentence contains a complete idea. It begins with a capital letter and ends with a full stop.     

Statements are sentences that state facts.

4. Match the following sentence beginnings with their endings to make statements.

  Beginnings  Endings

 a. When the boys arrived home  I helped Mum prepare dinner.

 b. After the team played in the grand final  there is always time to play games.

 c. Because everyone was cold and hungry  they discovered the broken windows.

 d. While we waited to catch the bus  the coach praised everyone for their win.

 e. Before school each morning  everyone was talking about our trip to Canberra.
 

B.  Punctuation

Capital letters are used to begin sentences, for proper nouns and titles.

5. Re-write these sentences correctly on the lines below.

 a.  uncle ben and aunty tanya are going to queensland for a holiday.

      

 b. mr and mrs cooper have a girl named sally and two boys named jai and peter.

      

 c. in australia, the great barrier reef is off the coast of queensland.

      

 d. last tuesday, my sister olivia was very sick and mum took her to see doctor white. 

      

Nouns – Common, Proper and Collective 
Common nouns name things.  Proper nouns name people and places. 

Collective nouns name groups of similar things.
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C. Spelling
Use look, say, cover, write and check to learn the words in each list, then write each list in alphabetical order.

1. List Practise Alphabetical Order Extension Words Practise Alphabetical Order

 succeed   challenge  

 boast   amused  

 thought   infuriated   

 defeat   embarrassed   

 greet   exaggerate   

 return   gigantic   

 hurry   incredible   

 terrify   noticeable   

 destroy   desperate   

 frighten   severely   

2. Complete each sentence using the correct list word.

 a. Spies always  the secret codes used after a mission.

 b. How long will it be before we can  home?

 c. One should always   people warmly when they meet.

 d. Will Paul  in winning the spelling competition?

 e.  Not many people can  to have visited Uluru.

3. Use a word from the list below to complete each sentence.

 a.   He was  by all of his mistakes.

 b. An   journey was undertaken by the group.

 c. Fingal was  .

 d. Everything will be a  for us in Year 5.

destroy     

claim        

greet       

return        

succeed

challenge       gigantic       embarrassed      incredible

5.	Word	Building	–	Add	the	suffixes	
‘ed’ and ‘ing’ to the following words:

a. boast      

   

b. claim      

   

c. greet      

   

d. return       

   

e. destroy      

   

Spelling Rule

Words with a consonant followed by ‘y’  
change the 'y' to 'i' before adding ‘ed’ 

4. Add ‘ed’  to the following words. 

 a. hurry   b. terrify 

 c. try      d. study 
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D. Writing : Narratives

1.  Fingal’s face went white.  This shows that Fingal was afraid. 

 Underline all the words in these sentences that show how people are feeling. Write the feeling on the line.

 a. Finn’s face turned red when he heard Fingal’s threats.   

 b. Finn’s knees shook when he saw how big Fingal was. 

 c. Fingal’s eyebrows rose when he saw the baby. 

 d. Finn had a smile from ear to ear when Fingal ran away. 

2.  Plan and write a narrative about someone who uses quick thinking to save the day.   

 Use ‘showing’ rather than ‘telling’. 

 Title:

 Orientation: 

 

 

 Complication:

 

 

 

 Resolution:

 

  

 

 

 

 Coda:

  

What is the 
problem or 

difficulty faced?

How does quick 
thinking solve the 

problem?

Where and when 
does the story take 
place?  Who is in 
the story – you or 
someone else?

Use dialogue, and 
thinking and feeling 
verbs to show the 
characters’ ideas  
and emotions.

What lesson do the 
characters learn?

12 1
2

3

4
567

8

9

10

11

I like 
writing 

narratives.
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Answers
unit 1  Finn the giant  Narrative
reading P.6 
1. a. He was boastful but not brave. b. He ran as fast as his legs  
 would carry him.  c. terrified  d. that he had challenged Fingal   
 e. Finn built the causeway  f. Quick thinking can save the day.  
 g. Finn’s wife thought up the clever plan. 
2. a. Giants do not exist. A person could not build the Giant’s Causeway.   
 b. He boasted that he would win the fight, injuring Finn very badly.  
 c. When Finn saw how big Fingal was, he regretted speaking in haste.   
 d. Teacher. Examples: We fooled him! What a good plan! He’s a coward.
grammar P.7 
1. a. giant  b. farm  c. insults  d. channel of water   
2.  a. Fingal  b. Finn
3. a. herd  b. swarm  c. Orchestra  d. class, bunch, mob
Sentences  P.7 
4. a. When the boys arrived home they discovered the broken window.  
 b. After the team played in the grand final the coach praised them for  
 their win.  c. Because everyone was cold and hungry I helped mum   
 quickly prepare dinner.  d. While we waited to catch the bus everyone  
 was talking about our trip  to Canberra.  e. Before school each morning   
 there is always time to play games.
Punctuation P.7
5. a. Uncle Ben and Aunty Tanya are going to Queensland for a holiday.   
 b. Mr and Mrs Cooper have a girl named Sally and two boys named   
 Jai and Peter.  c. In Australia, the Great Barrier Reef is off the coast of   
 Queensland.  d. Last Tuesday,  my sister Olivia was very sick and mum   
 took her to see  Doctor White.
Spelling P.8 
AO: boast, claim, defect, destroy, frighten, greet, hurry, return, succeed, 
terrify; amused, challenge, desperate, embarrassed, exaggerate, incredible, 
infuriated, gigantic, noticeable, severely.  
2. a. destroy  b. return  c. greet  d. succeed  e. claim    
3. a. embarrassed  b. incredible  c. gigantic  d. challenge    
4. a. hurried b. terrified c. tried  d. studied    
5. a. boasted, boasting;  b. claimed, claiming;  c. greeted, greeting;   
 d. returned, returning; e. destroyed, destroying  
Writing P.9
1. a. Finn’s face turned red. anger  b. Finn’s knees shook. fear   
 c. Fingal’s eyebrows rose. amazement   
 d. Finn had a smile from ear to ear.  delight   
2. Teacher

unit 2 Ancient China  Information report
reading P.10 
1. a. all of the people were well-off  b. events made it clear he no longer   
 enjoyed the favour of Heaven  c. the security of the empire depended  
 on them  d. to give evidence of the inventiveness mentioned in the   
 introduction  e. farmer  f. not respected but successful   
 g. officials passed difficult exams to  gain employment  h. metaphor
2. a. 6, 1,  5,  4,  3,  2   b. A mandate means permission or instruction  
 from someone.  The emperor  had permission or instruction from  
 Heaven to govern.
grammar P.11 
1. a. Han  b. ancient  c. water  d. printing  e. unlimited  f. many
2. a. choir  b. troupe  c. caravan  d. orchestra  e. fleet  f. crew   
 g. school  h. pack
Sentences  P.11 
3. a. What time will you be ready to leave?  
 b. How old will you be next birthday?  
 c. What would you like for Christmas?     
 d.  Where did you go last holiday?   
 e. How many pups were in the litter?
Punctuation P.11 
4. teacher
Spelling P.12 
AO: ancient, astronomer, disasters, dynasty, employment, invention, progress, 
prosper, reign, scientist; appearance, appropriate, inventiveness, jewellery, 
magnificent, manufactured, metaphor, occupations, prosperity, seismograph.
2. a. astronomer  b. invention  c. prosper  d. reign  e. ancient  f. disasters
3. a. metaphor  b. seismograph  c. manufactured  d. prosperity e. appropriate   
4. a. spread  b. bread  c. thread  d. dread    5.  a. rain  b. reign  c. rein
Writing P. 13 
1. a. The Emperor’s birthday was always celebrated with a huge party.   
 b. The Silk Road was the name given to a series of roads which   
 connected  China with the West.       
2. Teacher

 

unit 3  John Logie Baird  Factual recount
Comprehension P. 14 
1. a. He resigned before he could be sacked.   
 b. Baird made a transmitter out  of mainly junk materials.  
 c. The demonstration showed the public that television worked.   
 d. The public first saw televised images in 1925. e. determined  f. stationary
2. a. 6,  2, 4,  5,  3,  1  b. Baird was one of the most important people in   
 the early history of television. c. Baird’s inventions showed television   
 was possible.
grammar P. 15 
1. a. was born  b. tried making  c. blacked out  d. demonstrated  e. improved
2. a. replaced  b. produced  c. succeeded  d. demonstrated  e. suffered   
 f. transmitted  g. made  h. flew
Sentences  P. 15
3.  Subject  Verb  Object
     a. The time machine    exploded in mid air.
     b.  Ravi   was disappointed   with himself.
     c.  Many people    came   to the next launch.
     d.  It    was    an exciting day.
     e.  The World     saw    an amazing event.

4.  Subject  Verb  Object   
  a. (The group of soldiers)  were hurrying across the fields.
 b.  (Many parents) were helping with the concert. 
    c.   (The forest fire) came out of nowhere
    d.   (The twins) arrived home when it was evening.
Punctuation P. 15 
5. a.The capital city of England is London. 
 b.The longest river in the World is the Nile. 
Spelling  P. 16 
AO: collection, decision, demonstration, fascination, invention, production, 
subjection, succession, television, transmission;  cautious, curious, delicious, 
devious, hilarious, malicious, mysterious, oblivious, obnoxious, obvious 
2. a. hilarious  b. obnoxious  c. mysterious  d. malicious
3. a. transmission  b. demonstration   
4. a. collection  b. fascination  c. production  d. television   
5. a. stationary  b. stationery     6. stationary  b. stationery   
7. a. centenary  b. cents  c. centipede  d. century
Writing  P. 17 
1. For all that year / Towards the end of 2011 / In 2011 /  
 Eventually / The next year    
2. Teacher

unit 4 Medieval Fayre  Programme
reading P. 18 
1. a. The Pottery Demonstration and the Mock Battle  b. It was spelled that  
  way in Medieval Times  c. Weaving Workshop  d. to help people plan   
 what they wish to see  e. Watch a Pottery Demonstration or see jugglers   
  f. There are two performances of the play. g. alliteration
2. a. No b. Yes  c. No  d. Yes e. No f. No   
3. Teacher   
4. Teacher
grammar P. 19 
1. a. Medieval Fayre, September  b. Red Pavilion, four workshops   
 c. Best Costume Contest, Centre Stage  d. Grand Parade  
 e. Weaving Workshop    
2.  a. happy  b. large  c. wooden  d. red  e. blue
Sentences  P. 19 
3. a. is  b. will have  c. do  d. can teach  e. won
4. A great day of exciting events, good food and fun for all the family!
Punctuation P. 19 
5. a. How did you do that?   b. Wow!    c. “How wonderful!”he cried.      
 d. What a great idea!  e. Will it be cold out there?   f.  Well done, John!             
6. Will the Mystery Play be on Centre Stage? OR  Where will the Mystery Play   
 be held?
Spelling P. 20 
AO = advertise, baking, demonstrate, exciting, juggling, juicing, parading, 
pavilion, throughout, weaving, accomplishment, advertisement, attachment, 
disappointment, embarrassment, environment, government, harassment, 
improvement, requirement.
2. a. excite  b. parade  c. juggle  d. weave  e. juice  f. bake    
3. a. advertising   b. demonstrating    
4. a. pavilion  b. juggling
5. a. attachment  b. embarrassment  c. disappointment   
 d. govern, government   6.  a. accomplishment  b. alliteration   
 c. onomatopoeia   7. a. wrong  b. write  c. wreck  d. wrinkle  e. wrench  
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unit 3  John Logie Baird  Factual recount
Comprehension P. 14 
1. a. He resigned before he could be sacked.   
 b. Baird made a transmitter out  of mainly junk materials.  
 c. The demonstration showed the public that television worked.   
 d. The public first saw televised images in 1925. e. determined  f. stationary
2. a. 6,  2, 4,  5,  3,  1  b. Baird was one of the most important people in   
 the early history of television. c. Baird’s inventions showed television   
 was possible.
grammar P. 15 
1. a. was born  b. tried making  c. blacked out  d. demonstrated  e. improved
2. a. replaced  b. produced  c. succeeded  d. demonstrated  e. suffered   
 f. transmitted  g. made  h. flew
Sentences  P. 15
3.  Subject  Verb  Object
     a. The time machine    exploded in mid air.
     b.  Ravi   was disappointed   with himself.
     c.  Many people    came   to the next launch.
     d.  It    was    an exciting day.
     e.  The World     saw    an amazing event.

4.  Subject  Verb  Object   
  a. (The group of soldiers)  were hurrying across the fields.
 b.  (Many parents) were helping with the concert. 
    c.   (The forest fire) came out of nowhere
    d.   (The twins) arrived home when it was evening.
Punctuation P. 15 
5. a.The capital city of England is London. 
 b.The longest river in the World is the Nile. 
Spelling  P. 16 
AO: collection, decision, demonstration, fascination, invention, production, 
subjection, succession, television, transmission;  cautious, curious, delicious, 
devious, hilarious, malicious, mysterious, oblivious, obnoxious, obvious 
2. a. hilarious  b. obnoxious  c. mysterious  d. malicious
3. a. transmission  b. demonstration   
4. a. collection  b. fascination  c. production  d. television   
5. a. stationary  b. stationery     6. stationary  b. stationery   
7. a. centenary  b. cents  c. centipede  d. century
Writing  P. 17 
1. For all that year / Towards the end of 2011 / In 2011 /  
 Eventually / The next year    
2. Teacher

unit 4 Medieval Fayre  Programme
reading P. 18 
1. a. The Pottery Demonstration and the Mock Battle  b. It was spelled that  
  way in Medieval Times  c. Weaving Workshop  d. to help people plan   
 what they wish to see  e. Watch a Pottery Demonstration or see jugglers   
  f. There are two performances of the play. g. alliteration
2. a. No b. Yes  c. No  d. Yes e. No f. No   
3. Teacher   
4. Teacher
grammar P. 19 
1. a. Medieval Fayre, September  b. Red Pavilion, four workshops   
 c. Best Costume Contest, Centre Stage  d. Grand Parade  
 e. Weaving Workshop    
2.  a. happy  b. large  c. wooden  d. red  e. blue
Sentences  P. 19 
3. a. is  b. will have  c. do  d. can teach  e. won
4. A great day of exciting events, good food and fun for all the family!
Punctuation P. 19 
5. a. How did you do that?   b. Wow!    c. “How wonderful!”he cried.      
 d. What a great idea!  e. Will it be cold out there?   f.  Well done, John!             
6. Will the Mystery Play be on Centre Stage? OR  Where will the Mystery Play   
 be held?
Spelling P. 20 
AO = advertise, baking, demonstrate, exciting, juggling, juicing, parading, 
pavilion, throughout, weaving, accomplishment, advertisement, attachment, 
disappointment, embarrassment, environment, government, harassment, 
improvement, requirement.
2. a. excite  b. parade  c. juggle  d. weave  e. juice  f. bake    
3. a. advertising   b. demonstrating    
4. a. pavilion  b. juggling
5. a. attachment  b. embarrassment  c. disappointment   
 d. govern, government   6.  a. accomplishment  b. alliteration   
 c. onomatopoeia   7. a. wrong  b. write  c. wreck  d. wrinkle  e. wrench  
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